25TH MAY 2020

Important Dates
26th May Prep—2s return to school
9th June 3-6s Return to school
26th June LAST DAY TERM 2

Reading
In term 2 whilst online learning, students began focusing on Inferring. We looked at Inferring cause and effect and
what may have caused changes in the way a character feels, their motivations and their actions. Students had to use
evidence and clues from the text to justify their explanations. Students also looked at inferring authors key messages
in a range of fiction and non-fiction texts. When back at school students will continue focusing on building the concepts undertaken during online learning to consolidate their learning . They will be using a range of non-fiction texts
to understand how to infer using the different features of a non-fiction text i.e. graphics, maps, diagrams. Through
continued exposure to these skills students will be learning to continuously reflect on their thinking to provide supporting evidence and justifications using the text. Students will continue to put into practice a range of comprehension strategies to support their thinking and understanding to become skilled readers.
Writing
In writing, the students began the term with focussing on persuasive text. Whilst online, students learnt about the
correct structure of a persuasive text and the devices used to persuade the reader. Students then had a go at writing a
persuasive letter using the learnt structure and persuasive devices. When students return, we will continue our focus
on persuasive text but will look more at how advertisements are designed to also persuade us. Students will then have
a go at creating their own advertisement to try and persuade their audience to buy their product.

Inquiry

Mathematics

In term 2, we started a unit called 'Everybody wants to rule

In term 2, the grade 4 students began the term
learning about length, data, angles, 2D shapes and
Area. Students had to identify and measure a range
of angles and used objects around the house to
help them. Students had to explain and compare
the geometric properties of two-dimensional shapes
and compare and order the areas of regular and
irregular shapes . We then focussed on addition
and subtraction. Students have been learning about
a range of strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems of up to four digits. Whilst at home,
students made a great effort to record themselves
explaining their maths thinking and their maths
warm ups.
When students return to school ,we are going to
continue with addition and subtraction and consolidate their learning in this. We will then look at a minor unit on money.

the world.' Students learnt about the difference between
rules and laws and discussed why these are important. Students had to think of and create a community space for
Melton and give good reasons as to why they think Melton
needs this space. They then needed to come up with their
own rules and laws for each section of their community
space.
Students did a fantastic job at
creating their community space
and put a lot of time and effort
into them. Well done grade 4!

The Grade 4 teachers are very excited to see you all
back at school on the 9th Of June.
We look forward to
enjoyable end of term!
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